Black Phosphorus-Based Multimodal Nanoagent: Showing Targeted Combinatory Therapeutics against Cancer Metastasis.
In breast cancer chemophotothermal therapy, it is a great challenge for the development of multifunctional nanoagents for precision targeting and the effective treatment of tumors, especially for metastasis. Herein, we successfully design and synthesize a multifunctional black phosphorus (BP)-based nanoagent, BP/DTX@PLGA, to address this challenge. In this composite nanoagent, BP quantum dots (BPQDs) are loaded into poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) with additional conjugation of a chemotherapeutic agent, docetaxel (DTX). The in vivo distribution results demonstrate that BP/DTX@PLGA shows striking tropism for targeting both primary tumors and lung metastatic tumors. Moreover, BP/DTX@PLGA exhibits outstanding controllable chemophotothermal combinatory therapeutics, which dramatically improves the efficacy of photothermal tumor ablation when combined with near-light irradiation. Mechanistically, accelerated DTX release from the nanocomplex upon heating and thermal treatment per se synergistically incurs apoptosis-dependent cell death, resulting in the elimination of lung metastasis. Meanwhile, in vitro and in vivo results further confirm that BP/DTX@PLGA possesses good biocompatibility. This study provides a promising BP-based multimodal nanoagent to constrain cancer metastasis.